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Constant von Wurzbach (1859), Biographisches Lexikon des Kaiserthums Oesterreich, 
enthaltend die die lebensskizzen der denkwürdigen perosnen, wesche seit 1750 bis 1850  
in den österreichischen kronländern geboren wurden oder darin gelebt und gewirkt 
haben, K. K. Hof- und Staatsdruckerei, Vienna, Volume 5, pp332-334 
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Jean Baptist Viscomte de Gribeauval  
Born in Amiens 15 September 1715 and died Paris on 9 May 1789. Entered the Royal Artillery 
Regiment in Paris in 1732 as a volunteer; in 1735 he became an officer. He concentrated mainly 
on mining and in 1752 was appointed Captain in the Corps of Miners. His reputation as a skilful 
miner was such, that Count d`Argenson [1], the then Minister for War, selected him to study the 
Prussian artillery, which at that time enjoyed fame in Europe. Gribeauval succeeded in this task 
and filed a comprehensive report on the condition of the borders and border fortresses of Prussia 
that he had seen. 
 
In 1757 he accompanied French Count Broglie [2], as lieutenant-colonel of Miners to Vienna. At 
the outbreak of the Seven Years War, Empress Maria Theresa had asked the King of France for 
the services of good artillery and engineer officers. 
 
Gribeauval was one of these, who entered the Austrian artillery as a major-general in 1758. In this 
capacity, Gribeauval demonstrated his excellent skills; in 1758 he commanded the Austrian 
artillery in the Siege of Neisse; in 1759 he improved the defences of Dresden and in 1760 he led 
the siege of Glatz. 
 
In 1762, under Feldmarschall-Lieutenant Guasco, he commanded in Schweidnitz. This place, 
occupied by 3,000 Prussians, had been captured by Loudon only on 1 October 1761. Frederick II 
[the Great] could not accept this loss and determined to re-take the fortress. He gave command of 
the mining operations, by which he thought to achieve his aim, to Lefebvre, one of the most 
outstanding officers of this period. Trenches were opened on 6 August.  
 
On 13 August, Frederick [the Great] wrote to the Marquis d`Argens [3],  

"Until now, my operations against Schweidnitz proceed much better than expected; 11 
more lucky days and our operation will be complete." 

 
Frederick II [the Great] wrote to that Marquis 23 days later, on 6 September 1762,  

“I am as inept in taking fortresses as I am in poetry. A certain Gribeauval and 10,000 
Austrians have held us up. Anyway, the commandant and the garrison are in agony; we 
will soon finish them off.” 

 
But they were not to be dealt with so lightly. His [Engineer] Lefebvre could make no headway 
against the pressure mines, invented by Belidor [4] and used by Gribeauval.  
 
On 26 September, Frederick wrote again:  

“I was over-confident in telling you of the end of the siege. We are not that far advanced; 
the mines have held us up for too long. We need six weeks to take a place that we lost in 
two hours. The genius of Gribeauval defends the place... he prepares ever more new 
tricks for us."  

 

                                                   
1 Marc Antoine René de Voyer, Marquis de Paulmy and 3rd Marquis d'Argenson (1722-1787) 
2 Victor-François, 2e Duc de Broglie (1718-1804) French soldier and later a Marshal of France.  
3 Jean-Baptiste de Boyer, Marquis d'Argens (1704-1771): a French philosopher and writer who spent most 
of his career at the court of Frederick the Great. 
4 Bernard Forest de Bélidor (1698-1761) was a French engineer who developed the science of hydraulics 
and ballistics. 
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In fact, Gribeauval’s tricks drew out the siege until 9 October 1762. Only luck came to the aid of 
the Prussians. A shell exploded in the powder magazine of the Jauerniker Fort and the garrison 
were forced to capitulate. When the garrison was presented to him, Frederick [the Great] initially 
did not want to see Gribeauval, but later, he invited him to his table and showered him with 
flattery. 
 
In that same year, Maria Theresa promoted Gribeauval to Feldmarschall-Lieutenant [5] and 
offered him the Grand Cross of the Maria-Theresa Order if he would stay in her service and 
return the Grand Cross of the Order of Louis. Gribeauval refused and chose to return to France 
after the Peace of Hubertsberg [15 February 1763]. 
 
In 1764 he was promoted Lieutenant-General and in 1776 he was appointed Inspector-General of 
the Artillery. He fell into royal disfavour (by no fault of his own); later Louis XVI appointed him 
Inspector-General of the Grand Arsenal, a post he enjoyed only briefly, dying at the age of 74.  
 
The science of war has to thank Gribeauval for several of the cleverest innovations in the fields of 
artillery and mining, such as the shortening of the barrels of field guns to 18 calibres, the tow rope 
(Schlepptau) [prolonge], the wall limbers used in the siege of Schweidnitz etc. 
 
His works in the field of military science are contained in `Tables de Constructions des 
principaux attirailsde l`artillerie, proposees et approuvees depuis 1764 par M. de Gribeauval, 
excecutees et recueillies par M. de Mauson, marechal deschamps, et par plusiers autres officiers 
du corps royal d`artillerie de france. Impre. et grav. par ordre du roi,” 3 volumes, 4 sections in 
folio, with 125 plates, forming 2 special volumes. That was the title of one volume; another had 
the following title: `Reglement concernant les fontes et constructions de l`Artillerie de france .̀ 
Only 120 copies of this work were printed. Distribution of these copies was controlled by the 
government; they are thus extremely rare and very expensive. One belonging to Genereal 
Pomereuil cost Fr 2000. 
 
Biography 

 Gaucher de Passac (1816) Precis sur M. de Gribeauval, Paris 
 Marquis de P(uyesgur) (8 July 1789) “Norice”, Journal de Paris, Suppliment di 8 Juillet 

1789. 
 Louis Napoleon Bonaparte, Manuel d’Artillewie 
 Querard (J.M.) (1829) La France Litteraire, Volume III, Firmin Didot, Paris, p 473 

 
 

                                                   
5 This should not be confused with Field Marshal but equivalent to General de Division in the French, 
Lieutenant General in the British or General-lieutenant in the Prussian Armies.  
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